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Pasture Management:
Grass Based SystemsGrass Based Systems

These slides are part of  a much longer lesson in the Living on the Land 
curriculum by S. Donaldson, et al, University of  Nevada-Reno.



P t  E ti lPasture Essentials

 Pasture is the key to healthy livestock Pasture is the key to healthy livestock
 How you manage your pasture impacts forage quality 

and quantity.
 Understanding how grass actually grows is important

 Grazing
K h h f i l d Know how much forage your animals need 

 Balancing the # of animals on pasture is key
 Avoids overuse Avoids overuse
 Reduces supplemental feed requirements and saves $

 Rotational Grazing is a necessary component
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 Pasture Fertility and Seeding
 Weed Management



Grasses differ from 
other flowering plants.  

1. The growing point of a grass is 
situated at the base of the plant. 

2.  New leaves are pushed upward 
from the base. In the spring, 
there is new growth of grasses.

3   A leaf arises from each of these 3.  A leaf arises from each of these 
joints. As the grass grows, the 
growing point can be found just 
above the last completed joint 
or node of the stem.

4. Grasses are better able to 
withstand grazing and mowing 
because removal of the top because removal of the top 
growth rarely removes the 
growing point of the plant. In 
fact, regular removal of the top g p
growth keeps the grass healthy 
and in the vegetative state.  



C b h d   d i  h   l   i l l   Carbohydrate reserves stored in the roots play a crucial role 
in initiating plant growth from the dormant stage in the spring. 
 Carbohydrate reserves in the roots do not have much impact on 

h t th f ll i ishoot re-growth following grazing.  
 The amount of residual leaf area left for photosynthesis, 

following grazing determines the potential rate of leaf re-growth.  
 Carbohydrates stored in the grass stubble are also critical for 

regrowth.  
 Grazing the plants down to the soil removes all reserves for 

quick re-growth.  
 This is why the amount of grass removed and adequate re-

growth and rest periods are so crucial to good pasture 
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management. 



 Each species of grass needs to be a certain height before grazing is allowed, 
and then needs to be rested after a certain amount of the plant has been and then needs to be rested after a certain amount of the plant has been 
removed.  For example, Kentucky bluegrass can be grazed when it is 4 inches 
tall, and grazing should cease when it is 2 inches tall.  Smooth brome can be 
grazed at 6 inches tall and should be rested after is has been grazed down to 3 
inches  inches. 

 The BASIC RULE is NEVER GRAZE PASTURES BELOW 2 -3 inches high!



M it i  K  S iMonitoring Key Species:

 When managing your pasture  one or two “key  When managing your pasture, one or two key 
species” should be selected for monitoring 
purposes.  
 A key species is the plant on which you base your management A key species is the plant on which you base your management 

decisions (i.e., when to graze and when to rest).  
 For example, if bromegrass and orchard grass are your key 

species, then these are the plants to watch in your pasture.  p p y p
 These plants need to be at least 6 to 8 inches tall before grazing. 

When the two key grasses have been grazed down to 3 to 4 
inches, rest the pasture.  
All i d t i d i i ti d f tili d t All grazing and rest periods, irrigation and fertilizer needs, etc., 
can be based on the designated key species for each pasture.  

 Two species should have similar growth characteristics and 
similar responses to grazing.   
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p g g
 Remember that your goal is to have a sustainable resource. 



Joel Salatin’s Polyface Farm:
Th  M d  D  M d lThe Modern Day Model

 Michael Pollen on Joel Salatin ‘s Polyface Farm
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAHGbbjenhI&

NR=1&feature=endscreenNR=1&feature=endscreen
 Polyface Farm - Salad Bar Beef - Part 5 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrV4mC_W2ikp y _
 Demonstrates to us in the video how grasses actually grow 
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André Voisin: 
Pioneer & Visionary of Grass-Based Systems

 Joel Salatin makes an important reference to the book Soil, Grass and  Joel Salatin makes an important reference to the book Soil, Grass and 
Cancer by André Voisin. Born in France in 1903, André Voisin was both a 
biochemist and a farmer. 

 Voisen’s earlier book, Grass Productivity, is considered a classic in the 
subject of intensive grazing management. 

 He understood that if the soils and grasses were managed with care, they  He understood that if the soils and grasses were managed with care, they 
would in turn take care of the animals who lived on them; and if our domestic 
animals were healthy and well fed, then those who consumed the animals and 
their products would also enjoy good health. 

 In Grass Productivity, Voisin documented the effect of the length of the “rest” 
period between grazings.
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 His “Four Laws” of what he called “rational grazing” are applicable 
“whatever the soil conditions, climate, altitude, latitude or longitude.”



“T k  H lf d L  H lf ”“Take Half and Leave Half.”

A l l  f th b i  t  “t k  h lf d l  h lf ” A general rule of thumb is to “take half and leave half.”
 This means if your key species is 8 inches tall, grazing should cease 

when the plant is 4 inches tall.  
 Animals that are left on a pasture full-time will continually graze the  Animals that are left on a pasture full-time will continually graze the 

same plants once re-growth occurs.  
 The re-growth of previously grazed grasses tastes the best.  
 Plants that have never been grazed and continue to grow become g g

increasingly unpalatable.  
 Animals need to be encouraged to eat all the forage available in a 

pasture and should then removed to allow re-growth to occur.  
Aft th i l h b d t th t t ll f After the animals have been moved to another pasture to allow for re-
growth, mow plants that were not eaten.  They will then produce new, 
more palatable growth. 
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Take half  
& leave 
half

 The “take half and leave half” grazing 
philosophy has a basis in scientific fact. 

half
 Through study, it has been determined 

that the effect on roots of the removal 
of leaf volume through grazing is 

li ibl   t  th  i t h  50 negligible up to the point where 50 
percent of leaf volume has been 
removed.  

 After this point of  “take half, leave 
half,” serious damage to the root 
system of the plant can occur if as little 
as 10 percent additional plant leaf p p
volume is removed.

 This graphic shows that if 50 percent of 
the leaf volume is removed  only a small the leaf volume is removed, only a small 
amount of root growth is stopped.  

 If 60 percent of the leaf volume is 
removed, as much as 50 percent of root 
growth is stopped. 



This graphic illustrates the 
relationship between 
stubble height (the height of 
the plant after grazing) and 

General Principles:

 Plant roots stay strong 
the plant after grazing) and 
general plant health.  

and healthy when 
grazing periods are 
short and rest (recovery) 
periods are long.  

 When grazing periods 
are long and rest 
(recovery) periods are 
short, root systems , y
begin to suffer. 

 When grazing periods 
are continuous and rest 
(recovery) periods are 
non-existent, root and 
plant vigor decreases 
drastically. 

 Graphic adapted by A. 
Miller  Black Dog Miller, Black Dog 
Graphics, from Grass:  
The Stockman’s Crop by 
H. E. Deitz.



Pasture 
Management

 Pasture management is 
the control of pasture 

Management
p

grazing by all animals. 

 Pasture should be grazed lightly 
enough to keep mature grass growth 
down but not so much that it is 
cropped to the ground. If some 
grasses are not touched by the 
grazing animals, pull them up or mow 
before they flower and produce seeds. 
The livestock should then be moved off 
the pasture and it is rested to allow the 
growth of fresh grass. 

Pasture rotation
 Pasture can be fenced or hedged to 

make protected enclosures. This make protected enclosures. This 
allows animals to be confined to an 
area while the neighboring pasture is 
rested. In this way land can be grazed 
for 1 to 2 weeks and then rested for 
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for 1 to 2 weeks and then rested for 
several weeks to allow grass to re-
grow. This is pasture rotation. 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/t0690e/t06
90e05.htm#unit 24: grazing management



 Pasture Management on your Hobby Farm 
 12 min. Gives a comprehensive approach to managing pasture land 

and promoting optimal health among the flocks
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yV6_pTwQwo
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Approximate Grazing Length And Re-growth Periods

Season Grazing Length Rest/Recovery
Re-growth Period

Spring 4 – 5 days 10 – 14 days

Summer 9 – 10 days 21 – 30 daysSummer 9 10 days 21 30 days

Late Summer 12 – 15 days 30 – 45 days

Grazing length is 
amount of  time to allow 

Grazing rest periods 
are the time to 

grazing to occur on the 
area.

remove animals and 
let the forage rest or 

re-grow.  

These figures are just rough estimates.  
The length of  the re-growth period is less for irrigated land, more for dryland

pastures.  The goal here is for you to set up a system that works for your pasture(s).



Approximate Grazing Length                
& Re-growth Periods

SpringSpring
In the spring, grasses are growing fast.  The grazing length may 
be 4-5 days with the rest and re-growth period of  10-14 days.

SSummer
During the summer, grass growth is slowing down and plant 
energy is trying to go into seed production.  Suggested grazing 
length may be 9-10 days with a re-growth period of 21-30 days. 

Late Summer
Late summer or early fall is the time of year where plants start 
preparing for dormancy; they begin storing food in the roots for 
early spring growth next year.  Suggested grazing length during 
thi  ti  f i    b  12 15 d  ith 30 45 d  
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this time of growing season may be 12-15 days, with 30-45 day 
re-growth period



Case Studies 
Th  N  A i  FThe New American Farmer

 The Hayes Family
 http://www.sare.org/publications/naf2/naf2.pdf

P 69 Pg. 69
 Their rotations are planned to emphasize each species’ nutritional 

needs. For example, they graze lambs on their best pasture in the spring, 
but by summer’s end, move fattening cattle ahead of dry ewes.y g y

 Careful attention to pasture conditions makes the system work
 The Hayeses use all of the 160 acres they own solely for rotational 

grazing.
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The Grassfed Gourmet Cookbook:
Healthy Cooking and Good Living with y g g
Pasture-Raised Foods.

 By Shannon Hayes, author and grass-based 
farmer. 

 Eating Fresh Publications, 2004

 Is it too much to hope that everyone has p y
heard about my tome to the world of 
sustainable meat and farming by this point?

 If you’ve ever had a question about grassfed 
meat – whether it’s a simple question about 
how long to cook it, tips about how to know if 
you are buying the genuine article, or a 
curious quirky question that you’re afraid to 
ask but are dying to know about farm life this ask but are dying to know about farm life this 
book has all the answers.

 The Grassfed Gourmet is about great food, 
written by someone who understood how to 
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y
grow it before she learned how to cook it. 



Ti  f    tTips for your own property:

S    i i   f   k  l  i Set up a monitoring program for your key plant species
 Track weather and growth patterns for your pastures
 Physically walk the pasture to check on health and height of 

your forage.  
 Remember: There is no set in stone time frame for grazing 

and rest.  As you become accustomed to the forage in your 
pastures, you will gain a better understanding.

 Your goal should be to improve carrying capacity
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I i  C i  C itImproving Carrying Capacity

 Manage your grazing
 Prevent over-grazing and under-grazing

R b “ k h lf d l h lf” Remember: “take half and leave half”
 Create and use different paddocks with rotational 

grazinggrazing
 Know your pasture’s fertility

 Test soil every 2-3 yrs and fertilize if necessary Test soil every 2-3 yrs and fertilize if necessary
 Eliminate weeds from establishing
 Consider need for reseeding
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 Consider need for reseeding



 Joel Salatin, Natural Farming @ Polyface Farms
Owner/farmer of Polyface Farms in Virginia, who feeds his 
li t k  th   t  i t d dlivestock grass, the way nature intended.

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnfE721NKDw&feature=related
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 Show only 2 min of video



Other Good Videos to WatchOther Good Videos to Watch

 Pasture Management on your Hobby Farm  Pasture Management on your Hobby Farm 
 12 min. Gives a comprehensive approach to managing pasture land 

and promoting optimal health among the flocks
 http://www youtube com/watch?v=2yV6 pTwQwo http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yV6_pTwQwo

 Owens Farm (Season 2.8) 
 10 min. David and Caroline Owens of Owens Farm in Pennsylvania, 

raise animals using their pastures strategically with rotational grazing. 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKTFb_kEEs8

 A Day in the Life: On a Small Meat Farm.m4v  A Day in the Life: On a Small Meat Farm.m4v 
 7 min. Small Farm Table: Mike & Molly Peterson of Mt. Vernon Farm 

describe what it's like to manage & live on a small grass-fed meat farm.
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ik0QUZFXtO8
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 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v Ik0QUZFXtO8


